SERVICE DELIVERY SURVEYS: TEAM SURVEY
~survey for team member feedback~
Survey Date:_________________Communication User:________________________________
Member of Team Completing the Survey (Circle One)
Parent
Teacher
SLP
Para
OT/PT
Vision

Behavior

Caregiver

Highlight or circle your answer (1 or more) for each of the questions.
1. I know something about the communication device or system(s).
None (it’s new to me)
Limited (just a little)
Some (I’ve tried it)

Other

Lots (it’s familiar)

2. I am/was involved in assessing/choosing the communication device or system(s).
Not involved
Partially involved
Definitely involved
3. My level of competence in supporting my users equipment & materials is:
Very limited
Limited
Adequate
Sufficient
Extensive
(some training)
(but I need/want
(OK for now)
more
4. I am interested in receiving follow-up consultation / training.
None at this time
Training in use of
Teaching &/or
Support with how
the device/system practice materials to use all the
systems together

Support
implementing
device & systems
into daily activities

5. I am interested in learning more about the communication device or system(s) in the
following way(s):
During instructional
Brief group meetings
Training materials
2–3 hr trainings or
time (“just show me”)
(home/school/program)
(webinar, manuals)
more
6. The following are “partner strategies” I use to communicate with my user:
I give visual &
I mostly rely on
I interact by
I plan activities
verbal prompts to
choices & yes/no
modeling w/ the
using specific
elicit
questions
communication
vocabulary to
communication
system(s)
create
opportunities

I pause or wait
but rely on the
user to
communicate
independently

7. I am interested in learning how to be a better communication partner with my user.
Not interested
Somewhat interested
Definitely interested
8. I see my role as a support person for communication to be valuable.
Rarely (not my role)
Sometimes
Much of the time
9. The biggest hurdle(s) to being a good communication partner is:
Not enough time
Strategies aren’t
Don’t understand how
working well
to partner well
10. The communication between team members right now is:
Not clear or frequent enough
Adequate

Most of the time
Need more training &
support

Interferes with my other duties

Some other interests or concerns that I think need attention:

Additional references at http://rastresources.com

